BEAUTIFUL . . . OR BLIGHTED?
AN APPREHENSIVE
LOOK AT OUR LAKESHORES
JACK SKRYP'EK
* Trends indicate that all North Central Minnesota lakeshore will be
fully developed by the
mid-1970's.
* Is indiscriminate
development;
the lack of building and zoning regulations, creating lakeshore blight?
* Are aquatic plant control projects, land-fill operations, lakeshore pollution, random road developments jeopardizing fishing and wildlife
resources?
* Should there be strict multiple-use regulations on lakeshores to protect
the rights of both property owner and general public-—and
the vital
lake resource itself?
* Will Minnesota lose a priceless tourist and resident resource through
lack of vision, lack of planning?
* Who "owns" a lake? Can planning and zoning accommodate
all lake
users—water
sports, fishing, swimming, hikers, bird-watchers,
waterfowl enthusiasts?
* Mr. Skrypek, supervisor of the biological services unit, Technical
ices Section, Minnesota Conservation
Dept., examines "lake
tions" of concern to all Minnesota
residents.

Servques-

"A lake is the landscape's most beautiful and expressive feature. It is earth's
eye; looking into which the beholder measures the depth of his own nature. The
fluviatile trees next to the shore are the slender eyelashes which fringe it, and
the wooded hills and cliffs around are its overhanging
brows."
These words of Thoreau echo the sentiments of many Minnesotans. We're
proud that our state is known as the "land of 10,000 lakes." Our abundant water
areas make our state the envy of others that are not so blessed, for they contribute immeasureably to our economic and personal well being.
Unlike the traditional Texan, we are really understating our case. Our state
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has about 6 percent of the nation's water area and actually contains 15,291 lake
basins that are ten acres in size and larger. About 12,000 of these basins contain permanent standing water and give our state its reputation as being "the
land of 10,000 lakes."
• The immense value of our lakes is attested to by the number of people that use them at all seasons of the year. During the winter season,
fishing houses dot the ice surface of our lakes, numbering in the hundreds
on many and even in the thousands on some of our larger lakes. In summertime, fishing and pleasure boats are seen in ever increasing
numbers.
Minnesota is traditionally among the nation's leaders in the sale of fishing
licenses. In 1960, it was estimated that over 46 percent of our state's population
fished for recreation. Other forms of aquatic recreation are also enjoyed by
many. Swimming beaches are often filled to capacity. Waterfowl hunters congregate on marshy shores in the fall.
There are growing numbers of people that go to lakes to observe wildlife
and simply enjoy being a part of the lake environment. The number of lakeshore dwellings is rapidly increasing and has reached the point of saturation
on certain popular lakes near population centers.
We go to our lakes to enjoy them but, by our very presence, we are often
changing the lake environment or altering values that were the very reason we
went there in the first place. Because of the large number of lakes our state is
blessed with, it would seem at first glance that our use and enjoyment of them
would have little impact on the natural lake environment. Sad to say, this is
not true.
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• Many treasured values are changing with increased development and
use of our lakes. The environmental
quality necessary for a satisfactory
outdoor recreational experience may be lacking in the future. Lakes that
are now assets to the local community
may become liabilities unless we
take a close look at what is happening and plan wisely for their future.
Recent data indicates that f r o m ten to twenty percent of the available shoreline on Minnesota lakes is presently developed. During 1960 the construction
of seasonal homes in Minnesota was 70 percent higher than in 1950. 77 percent
of these had direct frontage on lakeshore. The Minnesota Outdoor Recreation
Resources Commission has estimated that by 1975 there will be a 150 percent
increase in the number of seasonal homes in Minnesota over the numbers that
were present in 1960.
Much of the shoreline development
that has taken place in the past on our
lakes has been haphazard with little or no consideration for preservation of the
natural lake environment.
We may also view with concern projections
which
indicate that all shoreline in north central Minnesota will be fully
developed
by the mid-1970's —or eight years hence.
As mentioned earlier, certain treasured values have changed on many of our
lakes as they have been developed. Let's look at a few of these changes.
• A typical lake in Minnesota on which intensive development of shoreline
has occurred might be located in central Minnesota, be about 500 acres in area,
have an average depth of about 18 feet and have good chemical fertility — the
type of lake that supports a rather dense fish population and has fine areas for
boating and swimming.
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There are about 157 "Long Lakes" in our state, so let's call our typical lake,
Long Lake.
A middle-sized lake of this type is large enough so that the prevailing west
and northwest winds of our state will cause waves big enough to deposit shoreline materials on windward shores. Thus the south and east shores of Long Lake
tend to be sandy or gravelly with no aquatic vegetation. Conversely the lack of
heavy and prolonged wave action on the lee shore often allows the establishment of dense beds of aquatic vegetation.
Thus, Long Lake has a weedy west and northwest shoreline with a margin
that has rather dense stands of cattail and bulrush. Like many of the other
fertile lakes in Minnesota, Long Lake turns green, or "blooms" for a short
period during the summer, because of growths of minute floating algae.
Because a lake of this type has varied habitat, it supports a mixed fish population. Panfish and bass spawn in protected shallow bays and for the most part
live and feed along the weedy areas of the lee shore. Walleyed pike spawn on
the gravelly wind-swept east shore and lurk in deep water during the day, preferring to move into the shallows and feed at night. Northern pike prefer to
live and feed in weedy areas and typically spawn along the lee shore and adjacent marshy areas.
• The marshy areas of the lee shore are also very important to wildlife.
Ducks feed on the submerged aquatic vegetation and use the emergent vegetation along shore as cover for protection of themselves and their young. Many
other animals use the marshy shoreline, some of the more common being the
muskrat, turtle, frog, heron, bittern and red-winged
blackbird.
Traditionally, one of the things a lake cottage owner wants most is a sandy
beach and a swimming area with a firm sandy bottom. The first people that
built homes on Long Lake therefore, built them along the windswept east shore.
Here there were no weeds to interfere with swimming and boating and the
bottom was firm. Soon all available shoreline of this type was developed. On
Long Lake this meant that 30 percent of the shoreline had been built u p with
summer homes.
At this point have any values changed? Two things are most noticeable. The
natural appearance of the developed shoreline areas is gone. Many trees were
removed and sloping bank areas were leveled to accommodate the building of
homes. Secondly, the fishing pressure and boating use had increased markedly
over what it was before the first cottage was built. However, in spite of this development, the walleye pike still spawned and lived along the east shore. There
was still plenty of room in the main part of the lake for boating and water
skiing. The water remained clear except for a short period of "dog days" in
August and fishing was as good as ever.
Perhaps shoreline development should have stopped here. Maybe development
after this point should have been away f r o m the shoreline with common beach
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and boat-launching areas developed for those people not living directly on the
lake.
• At this stage in the history of Long Lake, the most desirable summer
home sites were taken up, but the demand for lakeshore hadn't
changed.
In fact, the demand was much higher. Less desirable shoreline areas along
the west and north shores were now developed. Soon all of the shoreline
was built up with summer homes and resorts. How has the natural lake
environment been changed at this point?
The most noticeable thing is that the natural appearance of the upland
at the lake's edge is completely gone. Little attempt was made to conform
the building of homes to the natural landscape. Many trees were removed
and large areas were leveled. Many homes are so close to the water's edge
that waves almost lap at their foundations. Many lots are too small with
the homes practically touching. The Long Lake community is now taking
on the artificial appearance of a city street. It is a depressed
appearance.
The desire for a weed-free shoreline has persisted so a large percentage of the
marshy areas along the west and north shores have disappeared. Shallow weedy
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areas that were once important to fish and wildlife have been converted to bare
sand. Beds of vegetation that interfere with boating are annually removed by
cutting and the application of herbicides. The food producing capacity of Long
Lake f o r fish and wildlife has been greatly reduced.
Gone are the favored lily pad beds of the bass fisherman. There is now a dock
sitting over that favored fishing spot across the lake. Gone are the points of
cattail and bulrush where the waterfowl hunter once sat in the fall. Gone are
the marshy areas where the northern pike spawned. Gone is the sight of a hen
mallard with her ducklings. Where can a small boy go now to collect frogs and
turtles? Is a trip to the lake as satisfying as it once was?
• Another thing is very noticeable about Long Lake. The water isn't
as clear as it used to be. Originally there was a short period during A ugust
when the lake turned green or "bloomed" due to the growth of minute
floating algae. Now the lake is green most of the summer. The drainage
of nutrient rich effluents from septic tanks has enriched and fertilized the
water and greatly increased the growth of minute, floating algae. The fact
that much of the rooted aquatic vegetation has been removed
hasn't
helped this problem because plant nutrients that were once utilized and
tied up by these plants now go into the production of algae.
Swimming is now undesirable even though the beach has been sanded and
the submerged plants have been removed. There is now also a period during the
summer when dead and decaying algae cells pile up on shore and cause a strong
odor.
The fish population of Long Lake has also felt the impact of overdevelopment
and misuse. Northern pike fishing isn't what it used to be because the marshy
spawning area along the west shore has been filled in for the development of
home sites. The absence of rooted aquatic vegetation and the great increase in
algae has made the lake less desirable for bass and sunfish.
These fish have lost their home. They used to live and feed along the edge
of the submerged weed beds but these areas are now gone. Feeding is now also
very difficult for sight-feeding fish like bass and sunfish because of turbid water.
These changes that have hurt bass and bluegills have made the lake more suitable f o r the bullhead. Increased fertility has lowered winter oxygen levels but
the bullhead is very tolerant to this. The turbid water has also had little effect
on bullhead feeding for they feed by smelling out their food.
What can be done to prevent the repeating of this sad story? Obviously there
must be an overall plan for lakeshore development that will take into account
preservation of the natural lake environment. We must strive f o r a balance
between people, water, shoreline, weeds, algae, fish and wildlife if our lakes are
to retain their aesthetic qualities and recreational value. The passing of the bulrush stand and lily-pad bed has f a r greater consequences than most of us
realize.
• Public agencies will have to implement such a plan. Some of the auMAY • J U N E 1968
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thority necessary for planned lakeshore development
and protection of
our lakes is now vested in governmental agencies, but much more authority and financing is needed. In our brief description of the history of Long
Lake there was an era when a good portion of the shoreline was developed but there was still enough wild shoreline left that fish, wildlife
and aesthetic resources were protected. Development should have stopped
here. Some public agency will have to classify shoreline and attempt to
preserve and protect a certain portion from
development.
Achievement of this goal will require an acquisition program by a public
agency and the use of zoning powers by state, county and local units of government. The G a m e and Fish Division has long recognized the value of natural
marsh areas for fish spawning. A state program to acquire, preserve, and develop existing spawning marshes has been in existence since 1953.
T o date, 95 areas, comprising 3,707 acres have been purchased. Seventy of
these have been developed. Currently, an additional 69 areas, involving 2,900
acres, are under option or negotiations f o r their purchase are underway. This
program should be increased and expanded to areas purchased purely for the
purpose of keeping them in their natural condition.
• The zoning of lakeshore, because of the complicated lakeshore ownership picture in Minnesota, would have to be shared by various units of
government
but would perhaps be most important at the county level.
The local community would perhaps benefit the most from this program
so what better place to exercise the authority?
Zoning could accomplish two things. First of all it could preserve a certain
percentage of shoreline in its natural state. Secondly, it could help make shoreline development an orderly process. Perhaps lakeshore lots should have a minimum acceptable size. Maybe all lakeshore homes should be a certain distance
away from the shore. Perhaps sewering should be required where it is feasible.
Perhaps all septic tanks should be a certain distance away f r o m the lake. There
are many other zoning regulations that could be applied to help preserve and
protect our lakes.
The task of preserving our lakes for future generations is not an easy one.
There are many political and biological implications but with zeal and foresight
we can get the job done. With proper action our lakes will continue to be the
most beautiful and expressive features of Minnesota's landscape.
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